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Abstract

The level-k model is a workhorse in behavioral game theory. For compar-
isons across experiments and predictions in future studies, it is crucial to
assess the empirical distribution of k-levels. We present a revelation game
suitable for this purpose. In a labor market context, workers can choose to
reveal their productivity at a cost, and players’ strategies reveal their level
of reasoning in terms of a k-level. We find that the most frequently observed
reasoning levels are k = 2 and k = 3. In our game roughly 30 percent of
the players are k ≤ 1 and 25 percent are k ≥ 4. We compare our results to
other experiments that identify level-k distribution, foremost to the money
request (or 11-20) game. Despite various differences to the 11-20 game, our
revelation game suggests a very similar distribution of level-k types.
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1 Introduction

The level-k model introduced by Nagel (1995) and Stahl and Wilson (1995) is a

workhorse in behavioral economics. In contrast to the standard model, level-k

players maintain wrong beliefs about other players. Specifically, a level-k player

believes all other players have a depth of reasoning of level-(k-1) and she best-

responds to that belief.1 Players’ beliefs may be heterogeneous, and this hetero-

geneity is what makes level-k rationality attractive for behavioral economics. The

level-k model’s original application was the behavior in experimental beauty con-

tests,2 but the model has also been applied to various other games.3 The concept

is generally well-suited for the analysis of experimental data.

For comparisons across experiments and for making predictions, it is crucial

to assess the empirical distribution of k-levels. To date, this has mainly been

done by observing an individual’s choices in a number of different games and by

assigning to her the k-level that best fits her choices (Costa-Gomes et al., 2001;

Stahl and Wilson, 1995). Alternatively, additional data are used that hint at the

reasoning process, for example, Mouse Lab data (Costa-Gomes et al., 2001), advice

given to others (Burchardi and Penczynski, 2014), or the choice protocol approach

(Agranov et al., 2015).

Arad and Rubinstein (2012) (henceforth called A&R) go one step further and

1The level-k model is defined recursively and it requires an assumption for the behavior of level-0
players. The most common assumption is that level-0 players choose an arbitrary strategy, but
there are also exceptions which for example assume that level-0 players choose a specific pure
strategy (e.g., Arad and Rubinstein, 2012).

2See, for example, Bosch-Domènech et al. (2002), Costa-Gomes and Crawford (2006), Garza et al.
(2012), Ho et al. (1998), Kocher and Sutter (2005), Nagel (1995), and Shapiro et al. (2014).

3This includes the centipede game (Kawagoe and Takizawa, 2012), auctions (Crawford and
Iriberri, 2007a; Rasch et al., 2012), the “hide-and-seek” game (Crawford and Iriberri, 2007b)
or contests (Bernard, 2010).
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introduce the “11–20 money request game,” specifically designed to determine

the precise individual level of reasoning.4 Two players simultaneously request an

amount of money (measured in integer Shekel) from the set {11, 12, ..., 20}. Each

player receives the amount requested plus an additional 20 Shekels if and only if

the own request is exactly one Shekel lower than the other player’s request. If

level-0 players choose 20, any choice of 20− x corresponds exactly to a k-level of

x. A&R find that most participants exhibit levels of two or three; only roughly

20 percent of the players are k ≤ 1, and the proportion of players with k ≥ 4 is

negligible in statistical terms.

A&R convincingly list several arguments in favor of their model. They write

that (i) incentives in their game are not confounded by social preferences, (ii) there

does not exist a pure-strategy Nash equilibrium, and (iii) there are no dominated

strategies.

We present another experimental game suitable for the elicitation of k-levels

which, however, violates the aforementioned arguments in favor of the money-

request game. In contrast to A&R, rational play imposes an externality on others,

so social preferences might have an impact. Moreover, there is a unique pure-

strategy equilibrium, and at least one player has a dominated action in our game.

We will investigate whether these properties have an effect on the inferred distribu-

tion of k-levels. While it has emerged from previous studies that the distribution

of cognitive types depends on the exact game used and its specifications such as

information about the opponent (see Agranov et al. (2012) for a recent study), it

is exactly for this reason that it is important to understand the determinants and

4The money request game is also used by Lindner and Sutter (2013) who analyze the impact of
time pressure on the depth of reasoning.
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relevant contextual features in order to allow for educated out-of-game predictions.

When studying the unraveling of privacy (Benndorf et al., 2015), we noticed

that the structure of the game we employed lends itself well to the measurement

of the level of reasoning of subjects. In that paper, we propose the level-k model

as a prime candidate to explain the data. However, we are not able to report the

actual distribution of k-levels. The novelty of the experiments in this paper is that

we use the strategy method. When players state a complete strategy, this directly

implies their k-levels. As a result, we use the same game as in Benndorf et al.

(2015), except for the response mode which was spontaneous in the companion

paper but is strategy elicitation in the experiments reported here.

We study a labor market where workers can choose to reveal information (their

productivity) at a cost. In our main variant, only the worker with the highest pro-

ductivity will reveal when k = 1; the worker with the second highest productivity

will reveal when k = 2, and so on. Generally, lower-productivity workers will re-

veal only for higher k-levels. For k ≥ 5 and in Nash equilibrium, there is complete

unraveling of information.

Our results speak to the hypotheses put forward by A&R. On the one hand,

we find evidence for social preferences affecting choices and their classification

according to k-levels. About one in five participants in our data chooses not

to reveal for any productivity levels. Within the level-k model, this behavior

would be classified as k = 0. However, this strategy is unlikely to be the result

of random or uninformed behavior; instead it is consistent with other-regarding

preferences including inequality aversion (Fehr and Schmidt, 1999) and surplus

maximization (Charness and Rabin, 2002; Engelmann and Strobel, 2004). When

we exclude these choices, our distribution of k-levels is virtually identical to the
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one found in A&R. This supports their claim that social preferences can interfere

with the classification of choices. On the other hand, further properties that

A&R mention as possible confounds for the identification of k-levels (unique pure-

strategy equilibrium, dominated actions) can be dealt with in our setup.

2 Theory

2.1 The game

We consider a complete-information game with n workers who have productivities

θ1 < θ2 < · · · < θn. Workers simultaneously choose whether to reveal or to conceal

their productivity. Let Ii ∈ {0, 1} indicate whether worker i has chosen to reveal

her productivity, with Ii = 0 denoting revelation and Ii = 1 concealment. The

cost of revelation is c > 0. Worker i’s payoff is

Πi =


θi − c if Ii = 1 (reveal)
∑n

j=1(1− Ij)θj/
∑n

j=1(1− Ij) if Ii = 0 (conceal).

In words, if worker i chooses to reveal, i earns her productivity minus the revelation

cost. If not, she receives the average productivity of all workers who have chosen

not to reveal.

The Nash equilibria of this game depend on the productivities and the cost

c. Multiple pure-strategy equilibria and mixed-strategy equilibria may exist. Ben-

ndorf et al. (2015) derive a simple and intuitive condition (necessary and sufficient)

for a unique equilibrium in pure strategies. It holds in general that I1 = 0 is a

dominant action. For c = 0, all workers except for worker 1 will reveal.
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2.2 Level-k analysis

Our experimental design is suitable to identify players’ k-levels for two reasons.

First, reveal decisions are generally monotonic in productivities, regardless of the

k-level: given k, there will be a unique cutoff level of productivity for which workers

switch from Ii = 0 to Ii = 1. Second, the parametrization of our labor markets

ensures that different k-levels correspond to different switching points. Consider

these two issues in turn.

First, the level-k choices in this game follow a regular pattern in that they are

monotonic in productivity. Consider two workers i and j with the same k-level

(k ≥ 1) but different productivities θj > θi . We demonstrate that worker i will not

reveal provided worker j finds it worthwhile to conceal, or vice versa, worker j will

not conceal when worker i finds it worthwhile to reveal. Proposition 1 formalizes

this:

Proposition 1. Suppose workers reason at some common level k ≥ 1. Then their

choices satisfy 1 ≥ Ik
n ≥ Ik

n−1 ≥ · · · ≥ Ik
2 ≥ Ik

1 = 0.

A proof can be found in the appendix. Since level-k players by definition

choose a best reply, the proof essentially shows the monotonicity of best responses

for any k. If players make as-if decisions for all workers, they will switch (at most)

once from concealment to revelation as the productivity worker they decide for

increases. Proposition 1 implies that any monotone strategy can be associated

with a k-level.

Second, with a set of appropriate parameters, these switching points may be

exploited to distinguish between different k-levels where higher k-levels are asso-

ciated with lower switching points. That means that more workers will switch
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to reveal as the k-level of the player increases. The process will stop (that is,

choices of level-k + 1 players are identical to choices of level-k players) when a

Nash equilibrium is reached.

2.3 Level-0 assumption

For many games, the level-k predictions depends on the assumption for level-0 play.

Our game is no exception but we can show that changing the level-0 assumption

only shifts each level of reasoning by one.

Consider any symmetric mixed strategies as level-0 play. Let p denote the

probability that a level-0 player chooses reveal. Consider p = 0. Now, k = 1

workers will conceal if their productivity satisfies θ − c ≤ ∑n
j=1 θj/n. In words,

only workers whose reveal payoff is above the average productivity will reveal.

Increasing p ∈ (0, 1), the number of k = 1 players who conceal rises monotonically.

If p = 1, level-1 players of any productivity level θi and for any parametrization

will prefer to conceal.5 Given that all k = 1 players choose to conceal when p = 1,

the choices of k = 2 players when p = 1 are identical to those of k = 1 players

when p = 0 is the level-0 assumption. In other words when moving from p = 0 to

p = 1, we merely see a shift of the level-k predictions but no qualitative differences.

For the rest of the paper, our level-0 assumption is p = 0.5. This assumption

is commonly made in the literature and is consistent with random choices.

5The intuition is that, if player i expects all other players 6= i to reveal, she cannot benefit from
revealing herself because i is identified by very the fact that she is the only worker who conceals.
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3 Experimental design and procedures

In the experiments, we use three different variants called Market A, Market B, and

Market C. Each market represents different worker productivities but we set n = 6

and c = 100 throughout. The productivities and the unique Nash equilibrium

for each market are summarized in Table 1. Table 1 also shows which level of

reasoning is required for equilibrium play, and it displays the choices predicted for

a given k-level and productivity.

Market A Market B Market C
Θ I1 IEQ Θ I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 IEQ Θ I1 I2 I3 IEQ

200 0 0 200 0 0 0 0 0 0 200 0 0 0 0
210 0 0 448 0 0 0 0 1 1 448 0 0 0 0
230 0 0 510 0 0 0 1 1 1 510 0 0 0 0
260 0 0 551 0 0 1 1 1 1 551 0 0 1 1
300 0 0 582 0 1 1 1 1 1 582 0 1 1 1
600 1 1 607 1 1 1 1 1 1 607 1 1 1 1

Table 1: Level-k and equilibrium strategies using the parameters from the experi-
ment (the cost of revelation is c = 100 in all markets). The vector Ik = {Ik

1 , ..., I
K
n }

refers to the strategy of a level-k player given the assumption that level-0 players
reveal with probability 0.5. IEQ refers to the equilibrium strategy.

The three markets are played in turn. Subjects begin with Market A, then

turn to Market B in the second period, and to Market C in the third period before

they start all over again with Market A in period four. In total, subjects play 15

periods, that is, five repetitions of each market. Note that we use a fixed-matching

protocol in our experiments.

Table 1 indicates that the workers with the highest productivity reveal when

k ≥ 1. Workers who conceal in equilibrium play their equilibrium action for any

k ≥ 1. By contrast, revealing may require higher levels of reasoning.
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Our main variant is Market B because it is suitable for eliciting k-levels up to

k = 5. Markets A and C serve as control treatments. The primary purpose of

these markets is to check whether the distribution of k-levels is constant across

different markets.

Subjects were inexperienced with the game that we implemented. In order to

determine the subjects’ k-levels, we use the strategy-elicitation method and have

our participants make as-if decisions for each of the six workers. If we had asked

subjects for an actual decision for just one specific worker (as was the case in the

experiments for Benndorf et al., 2015), the data would be less conclusive regarding

the exact k-level. Consider as an example worker 4 in Market B: if she conceals,

this implies k < 3; if she reveals, we learn k ≥ 3, but an exact k-level cannot

be concluded. Using the strategy method, the subject’s switching point yields an

exact k-level (up to k = 5): if, in Market B, a subject conceals as worker 1 to 3

and reveals as worker 4 to 6, we know that this participant reasons at level k = 3.

Thus, the strategy method is a parsimonious way to elicit levels of reasoning, as an

alternative to the more common approach where subjects take multiple decisions

in different roles. Once all subjects have taken their decisions, a random computer

draw determines which subject will act in the role of which worker. Then the six

decisions are matched.

At the end of the period, subjects are presented with a summary of the results.

The feedback contains information about the realization of the random draw, the

corresponding decision of the subject, the payment to subjects who have not re-

vealed their productivity, and the payment to the subject. The feedback does not

contain specific information on the decisions of the other participants.

In total, 66 subjects participated in the experiment. This results in 11 indepen-
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dent observations when counting one group of six participants as one independent

observation. The experiment was conducted at the TU-WZB lab in Berlin in Jan-

uary 2012. A session lasted approximately 90 minutes and subjects earned 10.99

EUR on average. The experiments were conducted using Fischbacher’s (2007) z-

Tree software. The ORSEE tool (Greiner, 2015) was used for online recruitment.

4 Results

4.1 Choices

Figure 1 displays the aggregate distribution of choices in Market B. Among the

26 = 64 possible strategies, six strategies are chosen frequently: there are five

monotone strategies (with a unique switching point from conceal to reveal for

some higher productivity) which are consistent with level-k thinking. Another

frequent strategy is to conceal for all productivities, labeled “Conceal” in Figure 1.

The remaining 58 strategies are rarely chosen. They include all non-monotone

strategies. We interpret these as level-0 behavior as they can be considered as the

result of players picking arbitrary strategies.6 Players may also reveal too often

for any k > 0, even though they submit a monotone strategy. These strategies

are also counted as level-0 because these participants reveal for productivity levels

where they should not reveal in equilibrium. Figure 1 displays the frequency of

choices across all periods labeled level k = 0 to k = 5 and Conceal, accordingly.

[Figure 1 about here.]

6Non-monotone strategies are never a best response in this game. From the level-k perspective,
level-0 play is the only explanation for this kind of behavior.
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Consider the strategy where subjects never reveal, regardless of their produc-

tivity and denote it by “Conceal”. From a level-k perspective, such strategies

should be considered as level-0 play. However, the Conceal strategy constitutes a

sizable share of the choices (more than 20%), and it appears unlikely that so many

choices are the result of randomization (which would suggest 0.56 ≈ 1.6% Conceal

choices). The reasons for the popularity of this particular strategy are likely to

be found outside the level-k model: the Conceal strategy maximizes joint payoffs

and leads to the only outcome where all players earn the same payoffs. Moreover,

a calibrated Fehr-Schmidt model reveals that it is a Fehr-Schmidt equilibrium in

about 56% of all cases (see Benndorf et al., 2015 for more details on inequality

aversion in this context). Also, privacy concerns can lead people to choose Con-

ceal.7 It seems inappropriate to categorize this strategy as level-0. One advantage

of our game is that this strategy, motivated by social preferences and/or privacy

concerns, is easily identifiable and we can therefore consider it separately from the

level-k analysis.

4.2 Identification of levels of reasoning

In order to compare our level-k results to A&R and other games, we need to make

a minor adjustment regarding the data. The reason is that we assume that level-0

players randomize over their entire action set whereas A&R assume level-0 players

choose 20 in their game.8 It could accidentally be the case that our level-0 players

7Regarding privacy concerns, Benndorf et al. (2015) point out that such concerns may prevent
subjects from revealing their productivity, as suggested by a comparison to an additional neutrally
framed treatment they employ.

8If level-0 players are assumed to pick a pure strategy, such adjustment is unnecessary, and the
distribution of k-levels can directly be learned from the distribution of choices as presented
in Figure 1. However, such a level-0 assumption comes with a significant downside. If level-0
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pick one of the five strategies that are associated with higher k-levels. There are

64 strategies, 58 of which are level-0 play. Since level-0 players are assumed to

randomize over all strategies, the share of level-0 decisions should equal 64
58 times

the density of choices that directly qualify as level-0. The density of the other

choices can then be derived by distributing the remaining mass according to the

frequencies observed.

Table 2 summarizes the data for Market B (all periods). The column “Den-

sity unadjusted” refers to the choice data and is illustrated by Figure 1. “Den-

sity adjusted” shows the numbers after performing the aforementioned adjustment

procedure. Finally, the column “Density without Conceal” normalizes the sum of

level-k choices to 1 when we drop the Conceal choices from the data.

Density
Freq. choices unadjusted adjusted without Conceal

k = 0 42 0.127 0.140 0.178
k = 1 34 0.103 0.101 0.128
k = 2 64 0.194 0.191 0.241
k = 3 55 0.167 0.164 0.208
k = 4 47 0.142 0.140 0.177
k ≥ 5 18 0.055 0.054 0.068
Conceal 70 0.212 0.209 –
Sum 330 1.000 1.000 1.000

Table 2: The observed level-k distribution of unadjusted and adjusted choices, as
well without Conceal choices.

Figure 2 illustrates our main result. It reports the cumulative density function

of the k-levels observed in A&R’s “Basic” treatment and our Market B. We display

the classification for our game in the first and last period separately in order to
players were, for example, assumed to conceal with probability one, the decisions that are labeled
“Conceal” in the figure would qualify as level-0 while the decisions that are labeled with “k=0”
could not be explained using the level-k model.
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check for potential learning effects. In the left panel, we exclude the Conceal

choices and find that there are virtually no differences between A&R’s and our

two distributions. A minor discrepancy is that we have slightly more probability

mass on k = 0, and there is more level-4 play in our game. Kolmogorov-Smirnov

tests (one for each period and one for all periods at once) reveal, however, that

we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the samples from Market B and A&R’s

Basic are drawn from the same distribution at any conventional significance level

(all D < 0.181 whereas the threshold for p = 0.1 would be D = 0.202). The right

panel of the figure includes the Conceal decisions as level-0 play. It emerges that

the distributions from the two experiments now differ considerably. This can be

interpreted as evidence that social preferences can confound the distribution of

k-levels, as suggested by A&R.

[Figure 2 about here.]

A second result is that there is very little learning in our game. The choices in

period one and period five of Market B do not differ much. To formally test this,

we conduct a Wilcoxon signed-rank test using group mean and median k-levels.

We find that neither test is significant (p = 0.464 and p = 0.344, two-tailed, for

mean and median, respectively). This result is consistent with repeated versions of

the money request game where not much learning is observed either (see Lindner

and Sutter, 2013).

4.3 Level-k distributions in other experiments

Our level-k distribution can also be compared to the evidence from other games.

In 3×3 normal-form games, Stahl and Wilson (1994) identify about one quarter
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of players as level-1, about two quarters as level-2, and about one quarter as naive

Nash players, a result that finds support in Costa-Gomes, Crawford, and Broseta

(2001). In our game, we also find more level-2 than level-1 play, at 24% and 13%

respectively. However, in our game and in A&R, the proportion of play consistent

with k > 2 is larger than in the 3×3 normal-form games.

In contrast to 3×3 normal-form games, the money request game, and our rev-

elation game, the proportion of level-1 play is higher relative to level-2 play in

guessing games. Costa-Gomes and Crawford (2006) find that almost half of the

players are level-1 in these games, slightly more than a quarter are level-2 and

slightly less than a quarter are naive Nash while the number of level-3 players and

higher is very small.

As already pointed out by A&R, the money request game induces higher levels

of reasoning than 3×3 normal-form and guessing games. Our revelation game

shares this property with the money request game.

4.4 Markets A and C and A&R’s other variants

Markets A and C serve as control treatments for Market B. Will behavior change

when fewer steps of reasoning are required for equilibrium play? The data from

our controls are generally consistent with the data from our main treatment. For

instance, the share of subjects reasoning at a level k ≥ 1 is remarkably stable across

markets. We find no significant differences in the share of subjects reasoning at

k ≥ 1 between the first period of Market B and Market A or Market C (Friedman

test, p = 0.529). Market C has a higher share of level-2 players than Market B,

though, also compared to A&R.
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Arad and Rubinstein This study
Level Basic Cycle Costless Market A Market B Market C
k = 0 0.065 0.125 0.151 0.185 0.178 0.200
k = 1 0.120 0.472 0.396 0.815∗ 0.128 0.160
k = 2 0.296 0.222 0.208 0.241 0.477
k = 3 0.324 0.097 0.094 0.208 0.164∗
k = 4 0.065 0.042 0.038 0.177
k ≥ 5 0.130∗ 0.042∗ 0.113∗ 0.068∗
k ≥ 1 0.935 0.875 0.849 0.815 0.822 0.800

Table 3: Comparisons of k-levels elicited in this study (without choices of the
Conceal strategy) and in Arad and Rubinstein (2012). Entries marked with ∗ also
comprise the choices of all higher levels and of Nash types.

[Figure 3 about here.]

A&R also conduct other variants of the money request game as robustness

checks. The “Cycle” variant is identical to “Basic” (described in our introduction)

except that a player choosing 20 will receive the bonus if the other player chooses

11. The difference between “Costless” and “Basic” is that all players who do not

choose 20 will receive a risk-free payoff of 17 instead of the number they have

chosen. Players will still receive the bonus if they choose a number that is one less

than the number chosen by the other player. Compared to “Basic,” “Cycle” and

“Costless” have substantial mass on level-1 play, as detailed in Table 3. Figure

3 illustrates that the discrepancies between A&R’s three variants are at least as

substantial as the difference to our Market B, even if we include the Conceal

players.
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5 Conclusion

Our experiments, like those of Arad and Rubinstein (2012), aim at deriving a dis-

tribution of the players’ depths of reasoning, based on the level-k model introduced

by Nagel (1995) and Stahl and Wilson (1995). Such distributions are essential for

making predictions in other games.

Even though our game differs in many respects from the money request game of

Arad and Rubinstein (2012), we observe almost the same distribution of k-levels

once we isolate the choices where players conceal for any productivity. Rather

than categorizing these choices as k = 0, we argue that such behavior results from

other-regarding preferences or privacy concerns. The fact that the distribution of

k-levels in our main market variant is practically identical to the distribution in

Arad and Rubinstein (2012), may indicate some degree of irrelevance of a number

of features distinguishing the two games. First of all, since the Nash equilibrium

strategy only coincides with the strategy indicating k = 5, which is rarely observed,

its confounding effect is relatively unimportant in our game. Furthermore, neither

the existence of a pure-strategy equilibrium nor of players with dominant strategies

impact the distribution of cognitive types. On the other hand, the distributions

of k-levels in our revelation game and in the money request game are different

from those observed in 3×3 normal-form games and guessing games. A systematic

investigation of what determines the distribution of k-levels across games seems a

worthwhile future endeavour.
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Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1

We first establish in two lemmas stating that, given any pure (Lemma 1) or sym-

metric mixed (Lemma 2) strategy profile, the best replies against that strategy

profile are monotonic in worker productivity. Let ξ = (I1, I2, ..., In−1, In) denote

a pure-strategy profile and let Ibr
i (ξ) indicate worker i’s best reply against ξ. We

have

Lemma 1. Given any pure-strategy profile ξ, we have 1 = Ibr
n (ξ) ≥ Ibr

n−1(ξ) ≥

· · · ≥ Ibr
2 (ξ) ≥ Ibr

1 (ξ) = 0.

Proof. Upfront, note Ibr
1 (ξ) = 0 since I1 = 0 is a strictly dominant strategy: by

concealing, worker 1 earns at least θ1 whereas, by revealing, she earns θ1− c < θ1.

Hence, concealing is strictly dominant and Ibr
1 (ξ) = 0. Further, we must have

Ibr
n (ξ) = 1 because otherwise we get the trivial case where all players conceal and

level-k analysis is bland.

We now prove, for some arbitrary profile ξ′, that Ibr
i (ξ′) = 0 ∧ Ibr

j (ξ′) = 1 only

if θi ≤ θj. In profile ξ′, workers i and j either conceal or reveal, implying four

cases, namely (i) I ′i = I ′j = 1 (both reveal), (ii) I ′i = I ′j = 0 (both conceal), (iii)

I ′i = 0 and I ′j = 1 (i conceals, j reveals), and (iv) Ii = 1′ and I ′j = 0 (i reveals

and j conceals). Accordingly, we prove Ibr
i (ξ′) = 0 ∧ Ibr

j (ξ′) = 1 only if θi ≤ θj

for these four cases. In terms of notation, let I ′ = ∑
l 6=i,j(1− Il) be the number of

concealing players in ξ′ other than i and j, and let θ′ = ∑
l 6=i,j(1− Il)θl be the sum

of concealed productivities of players other than i and j. Consider the four cases

in turn.
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Case (i). Assume some ξ′ with I ′i = I ′j = 1. We obtain Ibr
i (ξ′) = 0 and Ibr

j (ξ′) =

1 if and only if θi−c ≤ (θi +θ′)/(1+I ′) and θj−c ≥ (θj +θ′)/(1+I ′). Solving both

equations with respect to θ′ yields (1 + I ′)(θi − c)− θi ≤ θ′ ≤ (1 + I ′)(θj − c)− θj

which reduces to θi ≤ θj. Case (ii). Take some ξ′ with I ′i = I ′j = 0. Here,

Ibr
i (ξ′) = 0 and Ibr

j (ξ′) = 1 if and only if θi − c ≤ (θi + θj + θ′)/(2 + I ′) ≤ θj − c

which reduces to θi ≤ θj. Case (iii). Consider I ′i = 0 and I ′j = 1. In this

case, Ibr
i (ξ′) = 0 and Ibr

j (ξ′) = 1 if and only if θi − c ≤ (θi + θ′)/(1 + I ′) and

θj − c ≥ (θi + θj + θ′)/(2 + I ′). Solving both equations with respect to θ′ yields

−c+(θi−c)I ′ ≤ θ′ ≤ θj−θi−2c+(θj−c)I ′. Simplify this to 0 ≤ −c+(θj−θi)(1+I ′)

which holds only if θi ≤ θj. Case (iv). Assume Ii = 1′ and I ′j = 0. We obtain

Ibr
i (ξ′) = 0 and Ibr

j (ξ′) = 1 if and only if θi − c ≤ (θi + θj + θ′)/(2 + I ′) and

θj − c ≥ (θj + θ′)/(1 + I ′). Solving both equations with respect to θ′ yields

(θi−c)(1+I ′)−c ≤ θ′ ≤ (θj−c)(1+I ′) which reduces to 0 ≤ −c+(θj−θi)(1+I ′)

which, in turn, holds only for θi ≤ θj.

Since Ibr
i (ξ′) = 0 < 1 = Ibr

j (ξ′) only if θi ≤ θj and since θi 6= θj, i 6= j, we cannot

have Ibr
i+1(ξ′) < Ibr

i (ξ′). Thus 1 ≥ Ibr
n (ξ′) ≥ Ibr

n−1(ξ′) ≥ · · · ≥ Ibr
2 (ξ′) ≥ Ibr

1 (ξ′) = 0

as claimed.

Consider now a symmetric mixed-strategy profile ξ = (p, p, ..., p, p). Here, p

denotes the probability of revelation.

Lemma 2. Given any symmetric mixed-strategy profile ξ, we have 1 ≥ Ibr
n (ξ) ≥

Ibr
n−1(ξ) ≥ · · · ≥ Ibr

2 (ξ) ≥ Ibr
1 (ξ) = 0.

Proof. For the purpose of this proof, let Φi denote worker i’s expected conceal

payoff. For worker i to (weakly) prefer conceal and worker j to (weakly) prefer
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reveal, we need θi− c ≤ Φi and θj − c ≥ Φj. To prove the lemma, we thus need to

show θi − θj ≤ Φi − Φj.

When computing i and j’s conceal payoffs Φi and Φj, we need to consider

all possible pure-strategy outcomes that may occur as a result of the random-

ization of the n − 2 players 6= i, j. This set of possible pure-strategy outcomes

is (Il|l 6= i, j) ∈ {0, 1}n−2 and the cardinality of this set is 2n−2. Let m denote a

typical element (that is, one of the 2n−2 pure-strategy outcomes). Somewhat abus-

ing notation, let Il,m indicate player l’s, l 6= i, j, realized action in pure-strategy

outcome m. Further, we use I ′m := ∑
l 6=i,j(1 − Il,m) as the number of the n − 2

other players who conceal in strategy combination m, and θ′m := ∑
l 6=i,j(1− Il,m)θl

denotes the sum of the productivities of the other n − 2 players who conceal in

pure-strategy outcome m. Finally, the probability that pure-strategy outcome m

is chosen is p′m = ∏
l 6=i,j p

Il,m(1− p)1−Il,m .

Now, the expected utilities of player i and j from concealing are:

Φi =
2n−2∑
m=1

[
p
θi + θ′m
1 + I ′m

+ (1− p)θi + θj + θ′m
2 + I ′m

]
p′m

Φj =
2n−2∑
m=1

[
p
θj + θ′m
1 + I ′m

+ (1− p)θj + θi + θ′m
2 + I ′m

]
p′m

We obtain

Φi − Φj = (θi − θj)
2n−2∑
m=1

p

1 + I ′m
p′m

Since the terms in the sum add up to strictly less than 1 due to ∑2n−2

m=1 p
′
m = 1, the

condition θi − θj ≤ Φi − Φj is satisfied only if θi ≤ θj.

We are now ready to complete the proof.
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Proposition 1. Suppose workers reason at some common level k ≥ 1. Then their

choices satisfy 1 = Ik
n ≥ Ik

n−1 ≥ · · · ≥ Ik
2 ≥ Ik

1 = 0.

Proof. Lemmas 1 and 2 establish that, for any pure or symmetric mixed strategy

profile, best responses are monotonic in productivities. Since level-k players always

choose a best reply for any k ≥ 1, this implies monotonicity in worker productivity

for all level-k decisions.
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Instructions

Welcome to this experiment on economic decision making. Please read these in-

structions carefully. This experiment is conducted anonymously, that is, you will

not get to know with which of the other participants you interacted or which par-

ticipant acted in which role. Please note that you should not talk to the other

participants during the whole experiment. If you have any questions please raise

your hand and we will come to your place.

In this experiment all participants act as different workers. The workers in

this experiment are different with respect to their health condition. The health

condition of a worker determines her productivity and therefore the revenue of a

fictional employer (played by the computer). Furthermore there are three different

labor markets which are played on a rotating basis: Labor Market A, Labor Market

B and Labor Market C. At the beginning of each period you will see the market

played in that period on your monitor. On each labor market are six different

workers with different health conditions.

Labor market A Labor market B Labor market C
Worker 1 200 200 200
Worker 2 210 448 280
Worker 3 230 510 360
Worker 4 260 551 440
Worker 5 300 582 520
Worker 6 600 607 600
Average 300 483 400

Table 4: Health conditions of the workers 1-6 in the different labor markets.

The table above summarizes the different workers and their health conditions.

Suppose market B is played in this period. If a fictional employer (played by the
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computer) hires for example worker 3, this worker will generate a revenue of 510

ECU for the employer. Worker 1 will only generate revenues of 200 ECU due to

his poorer health. The same workers generate in a period, in which market C is

played, the revenues of 200 (worker 1) or 360 ECU (worker 3). The health of any

worker is of course completely fictional and randomly determined by the computer.

The experiment extends over 15 periods. At the beginning of each period the

current market will be displayed on your monitor. In each period you need to make

a decision for all six workers. Once all participants have made their six decisions,

it will be randomly determined which of these six decisions is relevant for your

payment in this period. That means, at the beginning of the experiment you will

be randomly sorted in groups of six participants. Once all members of a group

have made their six decisions the computer will randomly determine which group

member represent which worker in that period. This will be the worker whose

payoff you receive in that period. Even though you decide for all six workers, at

the end of the period you will only receive a wage payment of a randomly chosen

worker. This random draw will be such that there is always exactly one worker

1, one worker 2, one worker 3 and so on in each group. In other words, in each

group there is always exactly one worker of either health condition. As mentioned

before, at the beginning of each period you will get to know from your monitor,

which of the three labor markets (A, B or C) is played in this period.

Your task in the experiment: In each period all participants need to make the

following decision for every worker. You can choose whether the worker should

buy a health certificate for a fee of 100 ECU. The health certificate reveals the

worker’s health condition and affects her payment in that period as follows:
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1. If a worker purchases a health certificate, her payment will correspond to her

health condition minus the fee of 100 ECU.

2. If a worker does not purchase a health certificate, her payment will corre-

spond to the average health condition of all workers who do not have a health

certificate.

All participants make their decisions independently. They do not know whether

or not the other participants purchase any certificates. Moreover, at the time of

your decision you will unaware of the resulting market wage. You will not get

this information until the very end of the period. Once all workers have reached

their decisions you will get detailed information about the result of this period on

your monitor. The next period begins as soon as all participants have read the

summary and clicked on “continue” Here is an example of the decision screen for

Market A:

[Figure 4 about here.]

An example: Suppose labor market B is played in this period. At the beginning,

when no worker has revealed his health yet, the average health of all workers

without health certificate is:

200 + 448 + 510 + 551 + 582 + 607
6 = 2898

6 = 483

The market wage equals 483 ECU in this case. Now each participant decides

in the role of the single workers, whether he wants to reveal the respective health

or not. In the table above you can also see the average health conditions for the
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markets A and C. Once all participants have made their decision, all will receive

detailed information on the result.

Assume that the participants in the role of worker 3 and 5 in this period have

decided to reveal the health conditions of those workers. In this case worker 3

receives a wage payment of 510 ECU and worker 5 receives a wage payment of

582 ECU. Both have revealed their health, hence both have to pay the fee of 100

ECU. Thus, the participant in the role of worker 3 earns 510 ECU - 100 ECU=

410 ECU and the participant in the role of worker 5 earns 482 ECU. Suppose the

other participants have decided, that the remaining workers (1, 2, 4 and 6) shall

not get a health certificate. In this case no fee has to be paid and the workers

receive the market wage as wage payment. In this case the average health of all

workers without health certificate will be: 200+448+551+607
4 = 1806

4 = 451.5 ECU.

This is the market wage the participants in the role of the workers 1, 2, 4 and 6

will receive. Note that it is not possible that you have to more than one fee per

period. For instance, if you decide that four different workers should get a health

certificate in a period, there will still only be one worker that will determine your

payoff and you have to pay for one health certificate if any. No fees will be charged

for the other three health certificates since the corresponding decisions will remain

payoff-irrelevant in that period. Even though you have to make a decision for all

six workers, you will only be paid for one decision. However, you will not get to

know the payoff relevant worker and the market wage until you have made all your

decision.

As already mentioned, the experiment will take 15 periods in total. At the

end, your earnings will be converted into Euro at a rate of: 500 ECU = 1 Euro.

Furthermore we will round up the payoffs to the next 50-cent-amount. Please
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wait inside your cubicle until we call you for collecting your payment. After the

experiment, please bring also all the documents you received from us. If you have

any further questions, please raise your hand now!
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Figure 4: Screenshot of experimental software.
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